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About This Game

Privateers is a roguelite set in a fantasy nautical world. Players are set free into an archipelago where they can become a heroic
navy captain or an evil pirate overlord depending on the choices that they make. They will encounter a rich and diverse set of

fantasy factions each with their own backstory and unique style of events.

During combat, players can take tactical control by pausing the game at any point in order to assess the situation and order
commands. Carefully orchestrating the various abilities of your crew is critical for survival. Every choice and every encounter

matters since death is permanent and you cannot load an old save.

Features:

Assemble a crew with diverse skills and abilities

Choose to be a heroic privateer or a legendary pirate

Find and equip epic loot opening up new ways to play

Explore the islands taking on unique tasks and adventures

Discover the many fantastical factions and races

Every choice matters with perma-death and a single save
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Publisher:
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Drawings 10\/10
Topic 10\/10
Story 3\/10
Musik 6\/10
Realism 3\/10 (Native americans in the game look more like animes or europeans for example)
Hidden hint about connection native americans and greys aka. star people 10\/10
Difficulty wimmelpicture 9\/10 (not too hard and not too easy)
Difficulty puzzles 6\/10 (way too easy except one)
almost always the same two puzzles again 4\/10
Animals included that dont belong to north america (lioness and chamaeleon) 3\/10
3.50 CHF for 2 houres 30\/10 ;-)
Little girls kitsch factor 5\/10

Overall 8\/10. We need Chinese ... and English. ლ(･ิω･ิლ). I really enjoy this game. plan on putting many more hours into this
game! For such a simple concept, I think it is amazing!

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=eFCmHTmkRLw. A very interesting fun and creative game. I love the gameplay, the
different challenges and affects it has on you as a player in what you do in game. The favorite part for me is being able to fix
things on the farm and gather stuff to make it better.

There are so many things to do that I can\u2019t wait to discover.

6\/10-Controls

7\/10-Graphics

8\/10 Over All. SOMEBODY TUCHE MAH SPAGETHH. Amazing game! Good job.. There's some good songs in here but I'd
say the package overall (being a mixed bag in my opinion) isn't worth the $13 asking price.

My favorite songs were the three jazz covers: Court Begins on a Blue Note Scale, The Fragrance of Darkness; That is Coffee,
and Rise from the Ashes - Ending. These songs are fantastic and put a smile on my face.

You've also got some classic songs in a high quality format. They sound like they're the GBA versions (just a reaction, they
could not be. I didn't extensively check), which I'm not too fond of personally (I prefer the DS versions) but that's down to
preference. I'm not a big fan of the selection though.
For example, there's the Blue Badger theme which is a 20 second loop stretched out to 1:22 (I can't think of anyone who'd want
to listen to it for more than 3 seconds, honestly). Why they included that instead of something more iconic like the T&T
objection theme, I have no idea.

You've also got three orchestral remixes. I'm mixed on them personally.
The Steel Samurai remix is great-- you can feel the energy in the orchestra playing it. It's fun to listen to, minus the second half
where I think the arrangement kinda fell apart.
Those of Fey Blood has some really beautiful bits but I probably wouldn't choose to listen to it over other songs.
Courtroom Suite is pretty boring in my opinion. There doesn't seem to be a whole lot of energy behind the musicians and the
arrangement sounds repetitive. Even the pursuit theme section feels a bit soulless I think.

There's also a piano cover of the circus theme from Justice for All, which is a well-done piano rendition but... it's the circus
theme... from the case just about everyone hates.

Then there's 2 original vocal tracks which I'm indifferent on because it's just not my thing.. This game is not bad. personally i
didn\u00b4t like it. Feels too repetetive and slow. I can\u00b4t really say that much about it because it\u00b4s not that much
content in the game. I might play it again if i don\u00b4t have anything to do but only for a short amount of time. if you are
considering on buying this game look at some gamplay first. 4.8\/10. Normally I don't write reviews for DLC but this package
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really deserves some praise. Firstly, the suit itself looks great in the game, it matches the 1989 suit perfectly while also generally
matching the look of the game very well. You never feel like this suit is out of place, garish, or silly like some of the others. It
looks like it belongs and you can easily forget that it is not the default suit as you play.

  The Batmobile is pretty solid, it looks right and the tracks are as interesting as the tracks really can get (I did not buy a Batman
game to race around tracks anyway) but since it is unarmed, you cannot use it until you have pretty much beat the game. That is
fine but it is something to keep in mind.

  To be honest, I had hoped that Rocksteady would give each Batmobile version its appropriate weapons and perhaps even some
sort of special ability or two. Heck, it would even have been neat if they drove a little different. That said, I can understand why
they went the way they did as the DLC would easily be more than $10 each had they gone into more detail.

  If you get one skin\/Batmobile pack for this game, make sure it is this one, it is the best of the bunch by far.
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Barely fucntioning Unity assets cobbled together.
A tedious mess of wolves and buildings with no collision detection.
The combat is awful and your stamina drains from moving normally.
Avoid it.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/zA4gRrP_jkg. E.Wolf's Downloadable Content

I highly recommend this DLC. There are plenty of new characters added with good dialogue and personalities. The story is great
with an ending decision that can be discussed between friends all day long. The new setting reminds me of Solstheim in
Skyrim's Dragonborn DLC with new locations, new quests, new items, and new problems to resolve.. I've only played for a little
bit and I've concluded that rouge-like games suck, however this game doesn't suck. Honestly it reminds me of scalding hot pizza
rolls on a freezing winter's night - a bright spark on a frozen lake - the lake is, of course, the growing indie game pool. You have
to take it slow or you'll burn your mouth - an ordeal which will end with you swearing that you'll never trust any food that's been
in your microwave for longer than 350 nanoseconds - after slowly building confidence, you can go faster gaining new upgrades,
weapons, faster, you've cleared 7 spheres now, your fingers start to ache yet you push on, clearing sphere after sphere, you
finally realize how vulnerable you are. you are weak. like a baby hiding behind your various powerful enamel weaponry, an
orchestra of downbeat techno echoes against the foggy sky as you finally clear your 20th sphere and it ends. One slip of the
finger. Your assured death. You die a bit on the inside and start wailing internally. Then you realize that you still have an entire
plate of pizza rolls left. You pick up another and begin anew. How will it end? Well it's up to you - do you finish the rest of the
plate or throw it in the fridge for another day? It's all up to you. However, I can assure you that when you do finally finish the
last one, you will feel a great sense of relief, satisfaction almost - as if your whole life was carefully planned for you to
experience this final burst of flavor, at that moment nothing matters, you lay back in your chair wondering what went wrong.
And then, you do it again.

1\/1 would recommend. ez $100 bois gg
worth 69\/69. This is the game where you actually understand how hard it is to use a jetpack.. Waste of money. Not needed.. I
have changed my review to a thumbs up on this game as the developer was very quick to fix the issues I had with it. The
problems were:

1. On Level 82 I could not progress further because of a graphics bug.

2. On level 63 the car graphics did not fit inside the parking lot

3. The trophies for "completing all levels" and "getting 3 stars on all levels" did not unlock.

The developer responded within hours to my issue and fixed every one of them! He even fixed the stars being mis-
aligned on the level select screen after seeing my screenshot.

I paid 66 cents for this game and got about 1 and 1\/2 hours of enjoyment out of it. There are 100 levels of increasing
difficulty. You have to get your car out of the parking lot by moving the other cars around in a limited number of
moves. Some of the puzzles were quite tricky and took me a few tries to get 3 stars on. I really enjoyed myself and will
probably go back and play it again in the future.

Thanks for a fun time!. Just please don't buy this game, is just trash...
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